One Hour Art Experiences for Group Rentals

Polymer/Clay:
Polymer-Wearable Beads/Necklace
Create polymer beads by blending colors or making canes; these can be made into necklaces.
$7 per person/ 25 maximum
RAM or Wustum
(Pick up later in day, depending on time)

Polymer/Clay:
Polymer Transfer Magnet or Wall Hanging
Learn the art of transferring images from paper to polymer clay! Finished piece will be a magnet or wall hanging.
$7 per person/ 25 maximum
RAM or Wustum
(Pick up later in day, depending on time)

Polymer/Clay:
Mini Landscape Wall Piece
Learn to blend colors and "mix" a polymer palette! Make a small landscape design, to be mounted on matt board.
$7 per person/ 25 maximum
RAM or Wustum
(Pick up later in day, depending on time)
Ceramics:
Clay Tiles
Using clay slabs, impress designs into the tile, and build up a design by adding clay elements.
$10 per person/ 20 maximum
Wustum only
(Pick up one week later)

Mixed Media/Assemblage:
Resin Pendant or Magnet
Create a mini-assemblage with decorative papers and embellishments that will be set with Resin; these can be used as pendants or magnets.
$12 per person/ 25 maximum
RAM or Wustum
(Pick up later in day, depending on time)

Metal:
Metal Repoussé/Decorative Paper Wall Piece
Explore the metal technique of low relief while impressing a design or image into metal. Create a metal plaque that will be mounted on decorative paper and board and ready to hang!
$5 per person/ 50 maximum
RAM or Wustum

Fiber:
T-shirt Scarves
Up cycle old t-shirts into fun and fabulous wearable scarves; participant will create a scarf using one of the techniques demonstrated.
$5 per person/ 25- 50 maximum
RAM or Wustum
Fiber:
**Silk Scarf**
Paint a beautiful silk scarf with silk dyes using a texture technique and a resist
$15 per person/ 20 maximum
Wustum only
(Pick up a few days later)

Glass:
**Chihuly Inspired *Glass* Sculptures or Window Art**
Design a colorful creation on acetate or recycled plastic and using heat, make a sculptural form or a window hanging ornament.
$5 per person/ 25- 50 maximum
RAM or Wustum

Fiber:
**Colorful Canvas Necklaces**
Acrylic or watercolor paint on cut canvas circles, stitched together to make a wearable necklace or brooch
$5 per person/ 50 maximum
RAM or Wustum

Glass:
**"Glass" Window Art**
Did you say Shrinky? Take the classic kids craft and turn it into a 21st century masterpiece! Learn ways of creating a beautiful design on a large sheet of shrinkable plastic and shrinking it into a wonderful window art piece!
$5 per person/ 25- 50 maximum
RAM or Wustum
Printmaking:
**Stamp Design/Prints**
Use a reductive printing method to make a stamp or printing plate with an image you created; prints will be pulled and can be collaged onto cards.
$5 per person/ 25-50 maximum
RAM or Wustum

Watercolor:
**Watercolor Landscapes- Seasonal Trees**
Create a beautiful tree landscape while exploring resist and texture techniques with watercolors
$5 per person/ 25-50 maximum
RAM or Wustum

Book Arts:
**Book Binding**
Learn a bookbinding technique and create your own artist made book
$5 per person/ 25-50 maximum
RAM or Wustum

Watercolor:
**Watercolor Cards**
Using wet on wet techniques with watercolors, make unique and one of a kind cards with a floral image.
$5 per person/ 25-50 maximum
RAM or Wustum
Photography/Collage:
**Photo Collages or Frames**
Create a photo collage or a collage a frame from a variety of photographs, old postcards and stock book images.
$5 per person/25-50 maximum
RAM or Wustum

Paper Arts:
**Paper Art Wall Sculptures**
Learn to fold, bend and shape paper into 3-dimensional forms and create a wall sculpture design.
$5 per person/25-50 maximum
RAM or Wustum

Wood:
**Wearable Wood Flower Pins**
Color and design a floral art wearable using recycled wood pieces.
$5 per person/25-50 maximum
RAM or Wustum